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ABSTRACT

We present newly derived point source absolute flux calibrations for the COS FUV
modes at both the original and second lifetime positions. The analysis includes observa-
tions through the Primary Science Aperture (PSA) of the standard stars WD0308-565,
GD71, WD1057+729 and WD0947+857 obtained as part of two calibration programs.
Data were were obtained for all of the gratings at all of the original CENWAVE settings
at both the original and second lifetime positions and for the G130M CENWAVE = 1222
at the second lifetime position. Data were also obtained with the FUVB segment for the
G130M CENWAVE = 1055 and 1096 setting at the second lifetime position. We also
present the derivation of L-flats that were used in processing the data and show that the
internal consistency of the primary standards is ≤ 1%.

The accuracy of the absolute flux calibrations over the UV are estimated to be 1 –
2% for the medium resolution gratings, and 2 – 3% over most of the wavelength range
of the G140L grating, although the uncertainty can be as large as 5% or more at some
G140L wavelengths. We note that these errors are all relative to the optical flux near
the V band and small additional errors may be present due to inaccuracies in the V
band calibration. In addition, these error estimates are for the time at which the flux
calibration data were obtained; the accuracy of the flux calibration at other times can
be affected by errors in the time dependent sensitivity (TDS) correction.
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and Space Administration.
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1. Introduction
The COS absolute flux calibration of the far UV (FUV) channel has not been updated
since since the initial on-orbit calibration was delivered in late 2009. In the intervening
period, we have made considerable advances in our understanding of the instrument
and how to use it. As a result, new calibration data were obtained over the past several
years, but other, more pressing, issues took precedence that prevented us from updating
the flux calibration. However, the move to a new lifetime position (LP2) in July 2012
dictated the need for a new flux calibration and presented the opportunity to rederive
the calibration at the original lifetime position (LP1) as well. This document describes
these new calibrations.

In principle, absolute flux calibration is a straightforward procedure which can be
accomplished in the following steps:

• Obtain observations of one or more standard stars for each instrumental configu-
ration.

• Process the data to the point where it can be cast into the form of linearized counts
per second per pixel (counts s−1pixel−1) spectrum, C(x). For COS data, the input,
C(x), would be the net spectrum contained in the first extension of the x1d files.

• Ratio the counts spectra to the calibrated flux spectra F (λ) (in ergs cm−2s−1Å−1)
of standard stars. This produces the observed point source sensitivity curve de-
fined as

S(λ) = C(x)/F (λ), (1)
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• Produce a smooth version of the observed sensitivity curve which, when multi-
plied by the counts spectrum, transforms counts s−1pixel−1 to ergs cm−2s−1Å−1.
Appendix B describes how the Sensitivity is related to other measurements of
instrumental efficiency.

Traditionally, the absolute flux calibration is envisioned as a smooth function which
summarizes the wavelength dependence of the optical properties of the gratings and
mirrors. It is normally assumed that the detector properties (which can introduce rapid
wavelength variability) have been removed through the process of “flat fielding” the
detector. Due to the complexity of the COS FUV flat fielding process, no complete flat
field has yet been produced. However, 1-D partial equivalents have been produced to
correct for grid wire shadows (Ely et al. 2011) and for low frequency detector sensitivity
variations (see Appendix A). Because the latter flat fields, called “L-flats”, are applied
before flux calibration, the flux calibrations derived here only apply to L-flat corrected
data.

In spite of these corrections, considerable high (spatial) frequency fixed pattern
effects remain in the data. Approaches to eliminating these are currently being investi-
gated. However, by definition, this high frequency fixed pattern noise averages to zero
and should not affect the flux calibrations.

In the following sections, we describe the data (§ 2) used in the analysis, the
derivation of the sensitivity curves (§ 3) and provide a brief discussion of the results
(§ 4). The derivation of the L-flats used in the processing is described in Appendix A and
Appendix B provides useful transformations between different measures of instrumental
performance.

2. The Data
The data used to derive the absolute flux calibrations were obtained in two programs:
12426 “FUV Sensitivity Characterization”), which executed between 7 Jan and 3 Mar
2010; and 12806 “Second COS FUV Lifetime Position: Flux and Flat Field Calibration
and TDS transfer FCAL3”), which executed between 15 Aug and 24 Aug 2012. Table 1
lists the programs used for the flux calibrations at LP1 and 2. The flux calibrations
presented here are for the epochs of the observations. The final response curves used
in the calibration files were corrected by the time dependence of the sensitivity (TDS)
described by Osten et al. (2011), to a common date of 1 May 2009. Consequently, the
accuracy of the calibrations at any date other than when the data used to derive them
were obtained will be affected by errors in the TDS corrections.

Four standard stars were employed in the calibration. These were the DA white
dwarfs WD0947+857, WD1057+719 and GD17 and the DB white dwarf WD0308-
565. Except for WD0947+857, these stars are considered “primary standards” because
STIS observations of them spanning the wavelength range 1150 – 10000Å are well
fit by model atmospheres (see discussion in §3.1). In these cases, we use the model
atmosphere flux as the standard candle. For WD0947+857, no self consistent model
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Table 1. Programs Used for Flux Calibration

Program Grating CENWAVE Segment Object Reference Data

Lifetime 1
12806 G140L 1105 FUVA WD0947+857 FUSE/STIS
12806 G140L 1230 BOTH WD0947+857 FUSE/STIS
12806 G140L 1280 BOTH WD0947+857 FUSE/STIS
12426 G130M 1300-1309-1318-1327-1291 BOTH WD0308-565 Model
12426 G160M 1577-1589-1600-1611-1623 BOTH WD1057+719 Model

Lifetime 2
12806 G140L 1105 FUVA WD0308-565 Model
12806 G140L 1280 BOTH WD0308-565 Model
12806 G130M 1055 FUVB GD71 Model
12806 G130M 1096 FUVB GD71 Model
12806 G130M 1222 BOTH WD0308-565 Model
12806 G130M 1291-1309-1327-1300-1318 BOTH WD0308-565 Model
12806 G160M 1577-1589-1600-1611-1623 FUVA GD71 Model
12806 G160M 1577-1600-1623-1589-1611 BOTH WD1057+719 Model

could be determined. In this case, we were forced to rely on either STIS or FUSE data
for the calibrations.

Due to lack of usage, no independent calibrations were performed for either the
BOA or for data acquired in ACCUM mode. Nevertheless, a BOA calibration was
produced by applying the BOA transmission curve given in Massa et al. (2010a and
2010b) to the PSA data, and it is assumed that the sensitivities of data collected in the
ACCUM and TIME-TAG modes are the same.

Table 2 and Table 3 give the list of exposures used to derive the flux calibrations
for LP1 and 2, respectively. The Tables list the Object, Grating, CENWAVE, Segment,
FP-POS setting, File name and Modified Julian Date (MJD) of the observations.
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Table 2. Data Used for Flux Calibration of Lifetime Position 1

Object Grating CENWAVE Segment FP-POS File MJD

WD0947+857 G140L 1105 FUVA 3 lbxmt1oeq x1d.fits 56155.033
WD0947+857 G140L 1230 BOTH 3 lbxmt1nxq x1d.fits 56154.966
WD0947+857 G140L 1280 BOTH 3 lbxmt1nzq x1d.fits 56154.972
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 1 lbnm02zmq x1d.fits 55568.190
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 2 lbnm02zsq x1d.fits 55568.197
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 3 lbnm02zvq x1d.fits 55568.218
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 4 lbnm02zxq x1d.fits 55568.226
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 1 lbnm02zzq x1d.fits 55568.235
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 2 lbnm02a2q x1d.fits 55568.242
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 3 lbnm02a4q x1d.fits 55568.250
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 4 lbnm02a6q x1d.fits 55568.257
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 1 lbnm02arq x1d.fits 55568.285
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 2 lbnm02auq x1d.fits 55568.293
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 3 lbnm02awq x1d.fits 55568.300
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 4 lbnm02ayq x1d.fits 55568.308
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 1 lbnm02b0q x1d.fits 55568.316
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 2 lbnm02b2q x1d.fits 55568.324
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 3 lbnm02b4q x1d.fits 55568.357
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 4 lbnm02b6q x1d.fits 55568.364
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 1 lbnm02b8q x1d.fits 55568.373
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 2 lbnm02baq x1d.fits 55568.380
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 3 lbnm02bcq x1d.fits 55568.388
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 1 lbnm03g0q x1d.fits 55623.430
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 2 lbnm03g2q x1d.fits 55623.442
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 3 lbnm03g4q x1d.fits 55623.453
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 4 lbnm03g6q x1d.fits 55623.491
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 1 lbnm03g8q x1d.fits 55623.503
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 2 lbnm03gaq x1d.fits 55623.514
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 3 lbnm03gcq x1d.fits 55623.525
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 3 lbnm03geq x1d.fits 55623.557
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 4 lbnm03ggq x1d.fits 55623.564
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 1 lbnm03giq x1d.fits 55623.576
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 2 lbnm03gkq x1d.fits 55623.586
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 3 lbnm03gmq x1d.fits 55623.624
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 4 lbnm03goq x1d.fits 55623.634
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 1 lbnm03gqq x1d.fits 55623.645
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 2 lbnm03gsq x1d.fits 55623.655
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 2 lbnm03hiq x1d.fits 55623.690
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 3 lbnm03hkq x1d.fits 55623.697
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 4 lbnm03hmq x1d.fits 55623.707
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 1 lbnm03hoq x1d.fits 55623.718
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 2 lbnm03hqq x1d.fits 55623.757
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 3 lbnm03hsq x1d.fits 55623.769
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Table 2. (cont’d)

Object Grating CENWAVE Segment FP-POS File MJD

WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 4 lbnm03huq x1d.fits 55623.783

3. Derivation of the Response Curves

In this section, we describe the results for the PSA and the BOA. We also describe a
check of the internal consistency of the PSA calibration. This is done by comparing the
raw sensitivity curves derived from the three different standards.

3.1 Data Preparation
We begin with x1d files that were processed with OPUS 2012.4c and calcos version
2.18.5 (2012-06-29). The calibration files included two pre-release files. These were a
new version of the flat field table, FLATFILE = xab1551cl flat.fits, which
includes L flat corrections (see Appendix A) and the dispersion relation table DISPTAB
= xaa18189l disp.fits, which contains updated relations for the G140L CEN-
WAVE = 1280 setting.

The net spectra from the individual x1d files for the all central wavelengths ob-
tained with the same grating and detector at the same lifetime position (but different
FP-POS) were combined to obtain an exposure time weighted mean spectrum for each
star. These spectra were then resampled into 1 Å bins. These mean spectra where then
divided by the appropriate model, STIS or FUSE spectrum similarly binned. The mod-
els for the three primary standards are from Koester (2013) for WD0308-565, Bohlin
(2007) for WD1057+719 (model version 1), and Bohlin (2003) for GD71 (model ver-
sion 6). The models for WD0308-565, WD1057+719 and GD71 and the STIS spectrum
for WD0947+857 are available at the STScI calspec page

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/calspec.html

The FUSE spectrum for WD0947+857 was retrieved from MAST.
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Table 3. Data Used for Flux Calibration of Lifetime Position 2

Object Grating CENWAVE Segment FP-POS File MJD

WD0308-565 G140L 1105 FUVA 1 lbxm1bvwq x1d.fits 56156.599
WD0308-565 G140L 1105 FUVA 2 lbxm1bvyq x1d.fits 56156.604
WD0308-565 G140L 1105 FUVA 3 lbxm1bw0q x1d.fits 56156.609
WD0308-565 G140L 1105 FUVA 4 lbxm1bw2q x1d.fits 56156.613
WD0308-565 G140L 1280 BOTH 1 lbxm1bvoq x1d.fits 56156.548
WD0308-565 G140L 1280 BOTH 2 lbxm1bvqq x1d.fits 56156.552
WD0308-565 G140L 1280 BOTH 3 lbxm1bvsq x1d.fits 56156.557
WD0308-565 G140L 1280 BOTH 4 lbxm1bvuq x1d.fits 56156.562
GD71 G130M 1055 FUVB 1 lbxm04pbq x1d.fits 56155.166
GD71 G130M 1055 FUVB 2 lbxm04pdq x1d.fits 56155.172
GD71 G130M 1055 FUVB 3 lbxm04pfq x1d.fits 56155.177
GD71 G130M 1055 FUVB 4 lbxm04phq x1d.fits 56155.229
GD71 G130M 1096 FUVB 1 lbxm04p3q x1d.fits 56155.100
GD71 G130M 1096 FUVB 2 lbxm04p5q x1d.fits 56155.106
GD71 G130M 1096 FUVB 3 lbxm04p7q x1d.fits 56155.112
GD71 G130M 1096 FUVB 4 lbxm04p9q x1d.fits 56155.159
WD0308-565 G130M 1222 BOTH 1 lbxm1areq x1d.fits 56155.677
WD0308-565 G130M 1222 BOTH 2 lbxm1argq x1d.fits 56155.682
WD0308-565 G130M 1222 BOTH 3 lbxm1ariq x1d.fits 56155.688
WD0308-565 G130M 1222 BOTH 4 lbxm1arkq x1d.fits 56155.693
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 1 lbxm1aq6q x1d.fits 56155.410
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 2 lbxm1aqdq x1d.fits 56155.469
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 3 lbxm1aqfq x1d.fits 56155.477
WD0308-565 G130M 1291 BOTH 4 lbxm1aqpq x1d.fits 56155.535
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 1 lbxm1burq x1d.fits 56156.411
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 2 lbxm1bv3q x1d.fits 56156.466
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 3 lbxm1bv7q x1d.fits 56156.470
WD0308-565 G130M 1300 BOTH 4 lbxm1bv9q x1d.fits 56156.475
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 1 lbxm1aqrq x1d.fits 56155.544
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 2 lbxm1aqtq x1d.fits 56155.552
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 3 lbxm1aqvq x1d.fits 56155.559
WD0308-565 G130M 1309 BOTH 4 lbxm1ar4q x1d.fits 56155.602
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 1 lbxm1bvbq x1d.fits 56156.480
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 2 lbxm1bviq x1d.fits 56156.532
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 3 lbxm1bvkq x1d.fits 56156.537
WD0308-565 G130M 1318 BOTH 4 lbxm1bvmq x1d.fits 56156.541
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 1 lbxm1ar6q x1d.fits 56155.610
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 2 lbxm1ar8q x1d.fits 56155.618
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 3 lbxm1araq x1d.fits 56155.626
WD0308-565 G130M 1327 BOTH 4 lbxm1arcq x1d.fits 56155.668
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 1 lbxm02aaq x1d.fits 56159.159
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 2 lbxm02acq x1d.fits 56159.166
WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 3 lbxm02agq x1d.fits 56159.173
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3.2 Grating Specific Issues
Each grating is different and requires some special consideration. In this section we
discuss grating specific issues.
G130M: There are three issues which had to be addressed for the G130M. Figure 1
illustrates two anomalies which are present in G130M data. The first, referred to as
the “1180 Å feature” is a broad depression, roughly 20 Å wide, which is not fixed in
either wavelength or detector space. As can be seen in the figure, it moves from near
1180 Å for CENWAVE = 1291 – 1318 (red spectrum) to ∼ 1170 Å for CENWAVE =
1222 (black spectrum). This is an optical effect, predicted by COS optical models. The
second anomaly is the difference between the G130M FUVA response for CENWAVE
= 1222 and the other CENWAVE settings. It appears that the FUVA is actually more
sensitive for 1222, while the FUVB sensitivities match for all CENWAVE settings. Be-
cause the two settings have similar dispersions, this effect is quite puzzling. If it were
an optical effect, one would not expect a segment dependence. On the other hand, it
is hard to imagine how a detector could respond differently to light at the same wave-
length. Further, no difference could be detected between the different CENWAVE =
1291 – 1318 settings. The only real difference between the 1222 FUVA and the other
modes is that the focus for this setting is optimized for the FUVB and the FUVA data
are somewhat out of focus in the dispersion direction, resulting in significantly lower
spectral resolution. This means that the cross-dispersion profile is also very different,
and it is possible that this is affecting the extraction algorithm. Whatever the cause, the
effect is real and the FUVA CENWAVE = 1222 data must be treated separately.

In contrast, it was possible to “correct” individual response curves for the 1180 Å
feature. Because the feature is poorly defined at any given CENWAVE, it was decided
to align and normalize the spectra from different CENWAVE settings in order to obtain
a high S/N version of the feature and to determine whether its shape is independent
of CENWAVE. Figure 2 shows the aligned features. This figure shows normalized net
spectra of WD0308-565 for CENWAVE = 1222, 1291, 1300, 1309, 1318 and 1327
(the feature is not captured by the wavelength range of the CENWAVE = 1055 or 1096
FUVB settings). The spectra were binned to 1 Å. The individual spectra were shifted
by an integer number of Å to align the feature to where it appears in the CENWAVE
= 1222 spectrum. The spectra contain all FP-POS settings for each CENWAVE. This
should not smear the feature too much, since it appears to shift only slightly on the
scale of an FP-POS move. The shifts required to align the other CENWAVE settings
with the feature in the 1222 spectra are -11, -12, -13, -14 and -16, for CENWAVE =
1291, 1300, 1309, 1318 and 1327, respectively. The fit shown in the figure (the thick
black curve) was done by selecting points on the profile and fitting splines through them.
The wavelength scale shown applies to the 1222 data only. The upward and downward
spikes are shifted airglow and stellar and interstellar lines. The 1222 data (the connected
black points) were given priority at the shorter wavelengths, since they are least affected
by these lines over that region. When deriving the sensitivity curves, we interpolated
over wavelengths affected by the feature and then multiplied the final response curve
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Table 3. (cont’d)

Object Grating CENWAVE Segment FP-POS File MJD

WD1057+719 G160M 1577 BOTH 4 lbxm02alq x1d.fits 56159.180
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 1 lbxm02caq x1d.fits 56159.356
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 2 lbxm02ccq x1d.fits 56159.360
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 3 lbxm02ceq x1d.fits 56159.365
WD1057+719 G160M 1589 BOTH 4 lbxm02cgq x1d.fits 56159.369
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 1 lbxm02atq x1d.fits 56159.219
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 2 lbxm02avq x1d.fits 56159.226
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 3 lbxm02ayq x1d.fits 56159.233
WD1057+719 G160M 1600 BOTH 4 lbxm02b0q x1d.fits 56159.241
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 1 lbxm02ciq x1d.fits 56159.375
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 2 lbxm02ckq x1d.fits 56159.379
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 3 lbxm02cwq x1d.fits 56159.423
WD1057+719 G160M 1611 BOTH 4 lbxm02cyq x1d.fits 56159.427
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 1 lbxm02btq x1d.fits 56159.287
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 2 lbxm02bvq x1d.fits 56159.294
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 3 lbxm02bxq x1d.fits 56159.301
WD1057+719 G160M 1623 BOTH 4 lbxm02bzq x1d.fits 56159.311
GD71 G160M 1577 FUVA 1 lbxm03fgq x1d.fits 56158.370
GD71 G160M 1577 FUVA 2 lbxm03fkq x1d.fits 56158.426
GD71 G160M 1577 FUVA 3 lbxm03fmq x1d.fits 56158.432
GD71 G160M 1577 FUVA 4 lbxm03foq x1d.fits 56158.473
GD71 G160M 1589 FUVA 1 lbxm03fqq x1d.fits 56158.479
GD71 G160M 1589 FUVA 2 lbxm03fsq x1d.fits 56158.493
GD71 G160M 1589 FUVA 3 lbxm03fuq x1d.fits 56158.496
GD71 G160M 1589 FUVA 4 lbxm03fwq x1d.fits 56158.499
GD71 G160M 1600 FUVA 1 lbxm03fyq x1d.fits 56158.502
GD71 G160M 1600 FUVA 2 lbxm03g0q x1d.fits 56158.539
GD71 G160M 1600 FUVA 3 lbxm03g2q x1d.fits 56158.545
GD71 G160M 1600 FUVA 4 lbxm03g4q x1d.fits 56158.551
GD71 G160M 1611 FUVA 1 lbxm03g6q x1d.fits 56158.558
GD71 G160M 1611 FUVA 2 lbxm03g8q x1d.fits 56158.561
GD71 G160M 1611 FUVA 3 lbxm03gaq x1d.fits 56158.564
GD71 G160M 1611 FUVA 4 lbxm03gcq x1d.fits 56158.567
GD71 G160M 1623 FUVA 1 lbxm03geq x1d.fits 56158.606
GD71 G160M 1623 FUVA 2 lbxm03ggq x1d.fits 56158.613
GD71 G160M 1623 FUVA 3 lbxm03giq x1d.fits 56158.620
GD71 G160M 1623 FUVA 4 lbxm03gkq x1d.fits 56158.627
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Figure 1. Raw sensitivity curves derived from spectra binned into 1 Å bins displayed
as a function of wavelength in Å. The curves for CENWAVE = 1291 – 1318 (red) have
been averaged and are compared to the curve for CENWAVE = 1222 (black). Both
FUVA and FUVB curves are shown.

for a given CENWAVE by a version of the mean profile shifted in the opposite direction
used to create the mean profile.

The third issue confronting G130M calibration was the lack of WAVECAL data
for the G130M CENWAVE = 1055 and 1096 settings. Only FUVB data were avail-
able (see Table 1) because the target used to produce high quality FUVB spectra in a
reasonable time was too bright to be observed with FUVA. This created a complication
because all of the WAVECAL lamp lines at these short wavelengths are too faint to be
useful for aligning the spectra. As a result, the individual exposures for each of these
settings were aligned with the first one by using the region of the confluence of the
strong Lyman lines, 950 ≤ λ ≤ 1040 Å. These were then combined and aligned with
the model. This last alignment was done by visually inspecting overplots of the shifted
mean spectrum and the model.
G140L: There are four issues which make a high quality G140L flux calibration diffi-
cult.

1. The response of the instrument varies strongly over the wavelength range of the
G140L. As a result, portions of the wavelength range are always starved for
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Figure 2. G130M FUVB spectra from different CENWAVE settings shifted to align the
1180 Å feature to its location in CENWAVE = 1222 spectra.

counts.

2. Most of the usable G140L/FUVB spectrum lies near the edge of the detector,
where fixed pattern noise is severe. This does not present a major problem for the
other gratings, because it effects only a small portion of the spectrum.

3. The wavelength scale for the G140L/FUVB is problematic because there are very
few features in the wavelength calibration stars that can be used to define it, and
the low resolution makes identifying the central wavelengths of features difficult.
This also affects the calibration, since the large drop in response below 1150 Å
makes the flux calibration very sensitive to wavelength errors.

4. As discussed by Massa et al. (2010b), contamination by the second order spectrum
becomes significant for wavelengths ≥ 2150 Å.

G160M: Unlike the other gratings, there are no obvious anomalies or other difficulties
with the G160M. As a result, it will be useful for assessing the internal consistency of
the calibration (see § 3.5).
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3.3 The PSA Response Curves
The x1d net spectra were binned into 1 Å bins with weights proportional to the number
of wavelength points included in each bin. These were then divided by the appropriate
model or, for the case of WD0947+857, by the appropriately binned STIS or FUSE
spectrum. In every case, all available FP-POS spectra were combined, and, with the
exception of the G130M FUVA CENWAVE = 1222 spectra, all data for the same target,
grating and segment (but different CENWAVE) were combined. The result of this pro-
cess was a single response curve for each segment and grating, except for the FUVA of
CENWAVE = 1222 of G130M, which was handled separately.

Because of the overlap in CENWAVE and FP-POS settings, the S/N of the sen-
sitivity curves tends to be very high at wavelengths near the center of the wavelength
range of a grating, but not as good near the extreme wavelengths.

To fit a sensitivity curve for a given grating, segment, and lifetime position, raw
sensitivity curves from all targets observed with these settings were overplotted. Ini-
tial experimentation showed that using polynomials to fit the sensitivity curves did not
capture all of the real, relatively small scale irregularities in the curves. As a result,
we adopted a procedure where points were selected interactively along the curves and
then these were fit by cubic splines. The residuals were then displayed to determine
the quality of the fit, and the process was repeated until the residuals were free of large
amplitude systematics. Finally, the ends of the curves were extrapolated in order to
compensate for the binning and to accommodate OSM motions which might lead to
spectra that sample wavelengths not covered by the calibration observations.

Figures 3 – 9 show the sensitivities for each grating, segment and lifetime posi-
tion. The following paragraphs step through each curve, describing their major features.
We also quote the mean error over 10 or 40Å bins for the M gratings and the G140L,
respectively. These numbers simply describe the scatter about the fits and are related to
the data quality. Their significance in the current context is that a systematic effect of
this magnitude could be masked by the scatter.
G140L/FUVA (Figure 3): The overall quality of the data for LP1 is clearly inferior to
that of LP2. The major reason for this is that the standard used for LP1 does not have
a consistent model, so STIS and FUSE data had to be used in the calibration, which
increased the error budget considerably. Another aspect of the curves is the large range
in sensitivity. This does not present a major problem in this case because the drop in
sensitivity at the wavelength extremes is relatively smooth, and easy to characterize. Fi-
nally, we note the apparent upturn in the sensitivity beyond 2150 Å. Massa et al. (2010b)
point out that this is the result of the second order spectrum beginning to dominate. In
fact, all wavelengths beyond about 2000 Å are probably affected. The effect is larger for
the LP1 curve, because WD0947+857, which was used to derive it, has a much steeper
far UV continuum than WD0308-565, which was used to derive the LP2 curve. As in
Massa (2010b), the sensitivity is set to a very high level beyond 2150 Å, so that the
calibrated flux will be effectively zero. For LP1, the error of the mean over 40 Å bins is
≤ 2% for λ ≤ 2000 Å then climbs rapidly to 8% at 2150 Å. For LP2, the same quantity
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Figure 3. G140L FUVA sensitivities. Top plot is for LP1, and bottom plot is for LP2.
Each plot contains two panels. The top panel shows the observed sensitivity and its fit,
and the bottom panel shows the ratio of the observed sensitivity divided by the fit.
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is ≤ 2% for λ ≤ 1200 Å, 1% for 1200 ≤ λ ≤ 1900 Å, then climbs to 6% at 2150 Å.
G140L/FUVB (Figure 4): As pointed out above, the overall quality of the LP1 curve is
worse than the LP2 curve since no model is available for the standard. In contrast, the
LP2 curve is very well defined with much less scatter. For LP1, the error of the mean
over 40 Å bins is ≤ 4% for λ ≤ 1050 Åand ≤ 3% for λ ≥ 1050 Å. For LP2, it is ≤ 2%
for all wavelengths.
G130M/FUVA (Figure 5): This figure shows the G130M FUVA sensitivity curves at
both lifetime positions for all CENWAVEs except 1222. The curves are extremely well
defined, and the error of the mean over 10 Å bins is≤ 1% at all wavelengths. It increases
a bit at the extremes, because fewer spectra contribute there. No difference could be
detected in the sensitivities of the different CENWAVE settings used to derive these
curves. However, the range in wavelength covered by them is small (27 Å) compared to
the difference between the shortest CENWAVE used here, 1291 and 1222 (69 Å).
G130M/FUVA CENWAVE = 1222 (Figure 6): The G130M FUVA CENWAVE = 1222
sensitivity is only available for LP2. As can be seen from the Figure, the curve is well
defined and extends over the maximum in the sensitivity which occurs near 1275 Å.
Once again, the error of the means over 10 Å bins is ≤ 1% at all wavelengths.
G130M/FUVB (Figure 7): The LP1 and LP2 curves appear very different here, because
the LP2 curve includes the FUV settings of CENWAVE = 1055 and 1096. In the LP1
curve, it is apparent both in the curve and the residuals where we interpolated over the
1180 Å feature. In the LP2 figure, the feature is not apparent in the response curve
because of the log scale needed to show the entire range in sensitivity, but it is visible
in the residuals. In both cases, the feature was reintroduced to the CENWAVE specific
curves used in the pipeline, which eliminates the scatter in those curves. Ignoring the
1180 Å feature, the error of the means over 10 Å bins is ≤ 1%, increasing to 2% at
shortest wavelengths for both the LP1 and LP2 data. The large downward deviations
between 912 and 980 Å result from interpolating over the interstellar Lyman lines in
this region.
G160M/FUVA (Figure 8): These curves should be extremely accurate for both lifetime
positions since, in both cases, only standards with well determined models were used.
The broad band scatter in these curves is extremely low. The error of the means over 10
Å bins is ≤ 1% for both LP1 and LP2.
G160M/FUVB (Figure 9): Similarly to G160M/FUVA, these curves are extremely well
defined with very little scatter. The error of the means over 10 Å bins is ≤ 1% for both
LP1 and LP2.

Finally, Figure 10 summarizes the calibrations at the two lifetime positions. It
shows how all of the sensitivity curves have a broad maximum near 1250 Å and then
drop off slowly to longer wavelengths until about 1800 Å, where a steep decline be-
gins. Shortward of the maximum, the sensitivity begins to roll over almost immediately,
plunging nearly 2 orders of magnitude between 1150 and 1075 Å– due to the MgF2

coatings of the HST’s optical telescope assembly.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 for G140L FUVB.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3 for G130M FUVA (excluding CENWAVE = 1222).
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Figure 6. G130M FUVA CENWAVE = 1222 sensitivity for LP2. Top panel is the
observed sensitivity and its fit, and the bottom panel is the ratio of observed sensitivities
divided by the fit.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 3 for G130M FUVB. The large deviations near 1180 Å are
due the the variable feature discussed in § 3.2, which is corrected in the calibration files
for the individual CENWAVE settings.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 3 for G160M FUVA.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 3 for G160M FUVB.
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Figure 10. Derived Sensitivity curves for LP1 (top) and LP2 (bottom). Dashed curves
are for FUVB and solid curves are for FUVA. The black curves are for the G140L, the
red for the G130M (except FUVA CENWAVE = 1222) and blue are for the G160M. The
solid green curve in the LP2 plot is for the FUVA G130M CENWAVE = 1222, but is
barely distinguishable on the log scale.
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Figure 11. BOA transmission for both the FUV and NUV channels.

3.4 The BOA Response Curves
No new BOA observations were obtained as part of this program. However, the BOA
transmission was re-derived using both FUV and NUV data described in Massa et al.
(2010a) and Massa et al. (2010b). The new curve is shown in Figure 11. New BOA
sensitivity curves were derived by simply applying the transmission curve to the PSA
sensitivities.

3.5 Internal Consistency
Inspection of Table 3 shows that there are observations of 3 primary standards with the
FUVA segment of G160M. As a result, we can examine the sensitivity curves derived
from these stars to determine the internal consistency of the models for the standards.
This is especially interesting because two standards are hydrogen rich DAs and one is a
helium rich DB, almost devoid of hydrogen. As a result, the physics of their atmospheres
are significantly different, making the comparison a useful test for the consistency of the
models.

The top panel of Figure 12 shows the three different sensitivity curves and the
bottom panel shows the dispersions of these curves about their mean. The RMS of
these curves is less than 1%, well below our accuracy goals. This result shows that the
internal consistency of the models is not a major source of error at these wavelengths.

Finally, we note that because all of the models are normalized to their V mag-
nitudes, additional, small systematic errors in the absolute flux may be present due to
inaccuracies in the V magnitude calibration.
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Figure 12. Top: Sensitivity curves derived for a portion of the G160M by comparing
three different standards to models: GD71 (black), WD1057+719 (red), WD0308-565
(green). Bottom: the dispersions of the curves about the mean (using the same color
code).
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4. Discussion

Correction of grid wire shadows and the introduction of L-flats have produced huge
improvements in the derived flux calibrations. In addition, a better understanding of
the instrument has helped us select standards with spectral energy distributions that are
better suited to the response of the instrument. The new absolute flux calibration has
an internal consistency of ∼ 1% for modes calibrated using primary standards and a bit
larger when STIS or FUSE spectra are used. The overall, broad band, accuracy of the
calibrations are estimated to be of order 1% over most of the wavelengths covered by the
M gratings, increasing to about 2% at the shortest wavelengths covered by the G130M.
For the G140L, they are a bit less, and depend on lifetime position. For LP1, where
no primary standard with high quality data was available, we estimate the accuracy to
be ≤ 4% for λ ≤ 1050 Å, and ≤ 3% for λ ≥ 1050 Å, for the FUVB and ≤ 2% for
λ ≤ 2000 Å then climbing rapidly to 8% at 2150 Å for the FUVA. For LP2, we find an
accuracy of 2% or better at all wavelengths for the FUVB, and ≤ 2% for λ ≤ 1200 Å,
1% for 1200 ≤ λ ≤ 1900 Å then climbing rapidly to 6% at 2150 Å for the FUVA. It
will be difficult to improve the G140L accuracy at the shortest and longest wavelengths
because of the steep decline in the sensitivity that occurs at either end of its wavelength
range. Because of these large gradients, it is difficult to obtain adequate counts at the
shortest or longest wavelengths since sources that provide large count rates there are too
bright to observe at 1150 ≤ λ ≤ 1800 Å. A further complication is the magnitude of
the gradient in the sensitivity for 1080 ≤ λ ≤ 1130 Å. Because of this, a small error in
the zero point of the wavelength scale can produce large errors in the flux calibration,
i.e., dS

dλ
is so large that a small ∆λ results in a large ∆S. This problem is complicated

by the fact that the wavelength calibration lamp is devoid of useful lines in this region
(see Oliveira et al. 2010).

We should also note that the above accuracy estimates are strictly applicable only
near the dates at which the calibration observations were obtained. At other times, the
absolute flux accuracy achieved will also depend on the quality of the time-dependent-
sensitivity (TDS) correction.

In spite of these improvements, a few issues remain. The first is the lack of G130M
FUVA data for CENWAVE = 1055 and 1096. This situation will be improved by the
results of GO program 13353 (“Flux calibration of the COS FUV modes”), which is
specifically designed to address this problem. The second is the possible contamina-
tion of the G130M and G140L data below ∼ 1100 Å by light scattered from longer
wavelengths. As of now, this effect has not been thoroughly investigated, but some
preliminary data are available. The Cycle 17 program 12081 (“COS Flux Calibration
Below 1150 Angstroms with G140L/1280”) was designed to examine the extreme UV
(EUV) response of COS. It obtained a very deep G140L CENWAVE = 1280 FP-POS =
4 exposure of GD50, which is a known EUV source that has been detected by EUVE.
The results are shown in Figure 13. The wavelength scale below 900 Å is poorly de-
fined, but adequate for the present discussion. Four regions with significant counts are
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Figure 13. A deep exposure of GD50 obtained with G140L at CENWAVE = 1280. Four
regions with significant counts are identified and discussed in the text.

apparent and labeled. Starting from the right, these sources are: the FUV flux from
the star (which agrees with expectations from previous FUSE observations); scattered
light from longer wavelengths; possible EUV flux from the star, and; the zeroth order
spectrum.

This figure shows that although the scattered light from the COS gratings is ex-
tremely small, it can have a significant effect on spectra below 1100 Å because of the
enormous drop in sensitivity due to the MgF2 coating of the HST optical assembly. This
causes a drop in sensitivity of about 2 orders of magnitude. Consequently, even though
the scattered light from longer wavelengths is of order 10−4, it can make a contribution
of 1% below 1100 Å. This should not present too much of a problem for G140L data.
On the other hand, if the G130M has similar scattering properties, scattered light could
significantly affect the cores of deep lines below 1100 Å. However, we have not, as yet,
characterized the G130M scattering, and its scattering properties may be quite different
from those of the G140L.
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Figure 14. L-flats for G160M FUVA (left) and G130M FUVA (left) as a function of
detector pixel location. Polynomial fits to the data are also shown. The data are color
coded by program number as follows: black for 12806, red for 12426 and green for
12086.

Appendix A: L-flats
The introduction of L-flats into the processing of the data resulted in a significant im-
provement in the data quality. These flats capture the broad band detector dependent
response of the detectors. Once removed, the only broad band effects remaining should
be related to the optical response.

The L-flats were determined using the G130M and G160M data from the two
programs listed in Table 1 and from program 12086 (“Generation of 1-D Fixed Pattern
Templates”) which include data taken at both LP1 and LP2. The FP-POS algorithm (see
Ely et al. 2011) was used to derive the raw flats for each star, using all four FPPOS and
CENWAVE settings (excluding the 1055, 1096 and 1222) simultaneously. The results
for FUVA and FUVB, using the three different programs are shown in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. Also shown are polynomial fits of fourth order for FUVA and sixth order
for FUVB. It is important to note that even though the data displayed were obtained
with different gratings, at different times during the mission, and at different detector
lifetime locations, they all have the same shape for the same segment. Thus, it appears
that these L-flats depend only on the gross properties of the detectors. Finally, Figures
16 and 17 show all of the data averaged together along with polynomial fits and the ratio
of the data to the fits. In each case, it is clear that the residuals are of order 1% over 32
pixel bins. The exception is some high frequency structure near the ends of the FUVB
segment. These are fixed pattern noise features which are fixed in detector space and
change with Y location.
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Figure 15. L-flats for G130M FUVB (left) and G160M (right) as a function of detector
pixel location. Polynomial fits to the data are also shown. Color codes are the same as
in Figure 14

Figure 16. Fit to the combined FUVA L-flat (left) by a fourth order polynomial (shown
in red) and ratio of the data, binned by 32 pixels, to the fit (right), both as a function of
detector pixel location.
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Figure 17. Fit to the combined FUVB L-flat (left) by a sixth order polynomial (shown
in red), and ratio of the data, binned by 32 pixels, to the fit (right), both as a function of
detector pixel location.

Appendix B: Efficiency Measures
For convenience, this appendix summarizes the well known and oft re-derived relation-
ships between sensitivity and other common measures of instrumental performance,
such as the efficiency and effective area. We begin with what is normally detected,
C(x) ≡ counts s−1 pixel−1. Given the dispersion relation of the spectrograph, (Å as a
function of pixel), λ = λ(x), and the area of the telescope, ATel, C(x) can be converted
to counts s−1 cm−2 Å−1 as follows

C(x)
dx

dλ

1

ATel
= counts cm−2 s−1 Å−1 . (2)

The efficiency as a function of wavelength of the system, ε(λ), is defined as counts
per photon and is unitless. It is derived by observing a standard source, whose flux is
usually given as

f(λ) = erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 . (3)

Dividing f(λ) by hc/λ (erg photon−1) converts it to photons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Therefore,
ε(λ) is given by

ε(λ) =
C(x)dx

dλ
1

ATel

f(λ) λ
hc

=
C(x)

f(λ)

hc

λ

(
dλ

dx

)−1
1

ATel
=

counts cm−2s−1Å−1

photons cm−2s−1Å−1
=

counts

photon
.

(4)
The effective area, Aeff (λ), is simply efficiency times the area of the telescope,

i.e.,
Aeff (λ) = ε(λ)ATel . (5)
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The sensitivity function, S(λ), which is used in the CalCOS reference files, is
defined so that f(λ) = C(x)/S(λ), or

S(λ) ≡ C(x)

f(λ)
= counts cm2 Å pixel−1 erg−1 . (6)

As a result, the efficiency and the effective area are related as follows:

ε(λ) = S(λ)
hc

λ

(
dλ

dx

)−1
1

ATel
(7)

and,

Aeff (λ) = S(λ)
hc

λ

(
dλ

dx

)−1

. (8)
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